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1. Neural networks solve an increasing number of important tasks really well.

2. It would be at least interesting, and probably important to understand how.

3. Mechanistic Interpretability (Mech Interp) tackles this problem by seeking 
granular mechanistic explanations.

Mechanistic Interpretability



Neural Network Representations

Understanding what a model sees and how it does. I.e. what information have 
models found important to look for in their inputs and how is this information 
represented and propagated internally?



Neural Network Representations

off wet : DryOn : old :

“I am ‘colon’”

“My next is ‘new’”

... 



Qualities of Representations

1. Decomposability

2. Linearity

3. Composed of features



Language Model Representations are:

Linearly Decomposable Into Features



Decomposability



These discrete quality vectors are 
composed by a Sum to give the 
observed representation.

Linearity



Linearity

https://aclanthology.org/N13-1090.pdf



What could non-Linear composition 
look like?

Linearity
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Linear Representations

wet : Dry old :

“I am ‘colon’”

“My next is ‘new’”

... 

= 

“Words & opposites” “previous word was old”

+ + …



Linear Composition as a Compression 
Scheme

Linearity is great because it helps us narrow down to one compression algorithm in a very large 
function space.

This understanding aids  diagnostics (and maybe even steering) in AI safety contexts.

Effectively, mind control 



Demands of Linearity

But Linearity also has pretty stringent demands: As a compression scheme, it requires as many vector 
dimensions as the number of discrete qualities you want to encode.
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Language Model Representations are:

Linearly Decomposable Into Features



The Linear Representation Puzzle 



Linearity

We have some evidence that LLMs represent inputs with linear 
combinations (of features.)



Neuron - Feature Requirements

Lossless Linear combinations requires as many dimensions (neurons) as 
features.



Common experience suggests LLMs have more features than they have 
neurons.

(GPT2-Small has on the order of 100k+ Neurons, and probably encodes more features than that.)

Experience with LLMs

How?



https://transformer-circuits.pub/2023/monosemantic-features



The superposition hypothesis suggests that 
Neural Networks represent more features 
than they have neurons to by exploiting 
feature sparsity and relative feature 
importance.

Effectively it says networks trade off 
lossless compression for increased feature 
representation to achieve good performance 
on training tasks.

The Superposition Hypothesis

transformer-circuits.pub/2022/toy_model/



A key reason why this works is 
sparsity. Although language and other 
representation tasks have a very large 
number of helpful features that would 
be worth representing, they don’t all 
show up in any given input at the same 
time.

This means as sparsity increases, the 
interference costs of having more 
features than neurons drops off.

Sparsity

transformer-circuits.pub/2022/toy_model/

One sparsely activated 
Vector with little 
interference

Two activated Vectors 
being misinterpreted.



Recovering Features in Superposition

https://transformer-circuits.pub/2023/monosemantic-features

One-layer transformer Sparse Overcomplete Autoencoder



Recovering the Disentangled Model



Feature Exploration

https://transformer-circuits.pub/2023/monosemantic-features



Thanks


